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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

%EST PALM BEACH DIVISION
mvw.flsb.uscourts.gov

In re:

MITCHELL JAY STEIN, Case No. 09-14345-PGH
Chapter 11 Case

Reorganized Debtor.

MITCHELL JAY STEIN, Adv. No. I I -02425-PGH

Plaintiff,

1 p

KAMALA D. HARRIS, an individual; THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA; BENJAMIN
DIEHL, an individual; JAMES A. TOMA„
an Individual; DAMIAN KUTCHNER, an PT1

CQ
Individual;

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF THOMAS DAVID PHANCO SUBMITTED IN OPPOSITION TO
STEIN'S MOTION FOR TEMPORARY IMUNCTION AND TURNOVKR ORDKR
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I, Thomas David Phanco, hereby declare and state as follows:

I am a partner, along with Clarence Butt ("'Butt"'), in Lewis Marketing Corp.

(" Lewis" ), a sales and marketing compniy, located in Oceanside, California. I make this

declaration based upon my personal knowledge. lf called to testify, I could and would testify

competently to the facts stated herein.

2, Bu t t and I took possession of Lewis in August 2010, ln early October, we were

first contacted by Glen Reneau PRcneau") with Mitigation Professionals I.LC about a new
product. The new product was a niass joinder lawsuit.

3. At s ome point after our first discussion about mass joinder lawsuits, Reiiefni

invited Butt and me to a meeting that occurred on October Zl, 2010 at the office of Philip

Kramer ("Kramer") in Calabasas, California. Reneau informed us that he was asked to put the

meeting together directly by Mitchell Stein (" Stein" ) and Krainer.

4. I at t erided the meeting along with Butt. Stein, Kramer, Reneau, JeH'Peterson,

14 David Gonzales and one other individual representing a marketing company &om Northern

California mere also present at the meeting,

The meeting lasted approximately two and a half hours. At the meeting,Stein

and Kramer requested that Butt and I, along with the other individual from Northern California,

18 work for Kramer and Stein in a marketing capacity to bring clients to their mass joinder

lawsuits.

6, Kra mer and Stein led the meeting, with Stein being the more dominant. of the

two and handling the majority of the presentation.
'7. AAer we introduced ourselves at the meeting, Stein gave a pitch about how the

banks had cheated people and the reasons behind the mass joinder lawsuits, He made speci5c

24 reference to the RunaM v. aank ef America case (" Ronald" ). Stein informed us that he was co 

counsel on the case and had put it together and was working on the matter. ln connection with

the filing of the case, he stated that he had met with or spoken to foJjner President Clinton and

Senators Barbara Barer and Dianne Feinstein.

8. Ste in laid out the major reasons he was going after the banks and elaborated. on
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them in great detail.:

(a} Patriot Act violations; Stein repeatedly said that he refused to negotiate with

terrorists, insi~uating that the banks were terrorists;

(b) MERS violations: Stein alleged that the banks could not prove they owned

the note and it was illegal to try and foreclose on a note if they did not have

ownership; and

(c) TARP: Stein alleged that the government had given money to the banks to

help people rostnature their loans and the banks were not doing what they

should.

9. ASe r laying out these arguments„which Stein claimed he used in Ronald, Stein

proceeded to explain that they were past the demurrer phase of the trial in Roedd and were 6-0

against Hank of America on demurrer issues. Stein added that there were already some positive

outcomes that had occurred in the case. He stated that 4 or 5 clients had «heady settled out and

had received their properties Cree snd clear or at a severely reduced principal.

10. S t ein provided details on who qualified for the mass joinder lawsuits. He stated

that anyone who had ever touched MERS m any way was tainted and therefore automatically

qualified. Stein added that for a certain period of time (between 2002l2004 snd 2lNS), 90/o of

all transactions had potentially touched MERS, so there were a lot of potential clients.

11. S t ein explained that they wanted to brhg more clients to the mass joinder suits

sc that there was snore power behhid the complaints. He made a "strength in numbers"

argument — the more clients they could bring in„ the better off everyone would be in the end,

12. Krsmer noted that a man named Gary already had, a 3$40 day head start doing

marketing for Qein and Kraxner and was already bringing in hundreds of clients. Krsmer was

trying to demonstrate how' easy it was to bring in clients.
13. During themeeting, Stein stated that he would be changing his firm's name to

Stein 4 Kramer or Kramer 4 Stein. The two parties were still working on the details about

how to merge their firms and what they would name the new firm.

14, A s part of their pitch, Stein tried to sell tumself as a great lawyer by stating that
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he has never lost a jury trial. Krsmer added that he has never lost a bench trial. Stein noted that

his strength was as a litigator, while Kramer's strengths lie ln research, docLunentation snd the

administrative part of litigation.

15. S t ein outlined five new lawsuits that were going to be 61ed against Wells Pargo,

5 Citibank, Chase, IndyMac and GMAC. He informed us of which counsel was going to handle

which suit Kratner and Stein were planning on splitting the suits evenly, each taking three.

7 8
They explained that this was partly why they were planning on joining theh' law 6rms.

16. S t ein emphasized the need to move quickly to bring in as many c]ients as

possible because there was potentially a future plan to grant amnestyto the banks. Stein stated

that they want the clients at the table before the banks received amnesty. Stein and Krarner

instilled a real sense of urgency.

17. W e asked Stein and Krarner whether what they were doing was legal «nd how it

would work and what we needed to do. Stein stated that it was legal snd explained that we

could do mailers or go on TV or radio. He named all the different ways we could market the

15 mass joinder lawsuits, Ultimately, Kramer told us to show him whatever we came up with and

16 he would approve the marketing. That is what we ended up doing. All of our marketing was

17 approved by Reneau and/or Kratner.

18 13. A t the meeting, a hierarchy was established by Stein and Kramer. We were

supposed to report to Reneau and Reneau's team, ~hich mctuded JeÃ Peterson and David,

26 Gonzales. Reneau was to handle all of the procedural aspects. Jeff Peterson w'as going to

2,1 handle all, PR and the websites on behalf of the afKliated marketing companies.

19. K r amer and Stein discussed the structuring of retainers and walked us through

23 the retamer agreement. The retainer agreement stated that there would be a contingent fee

24 based on performance, Por example, if a client came in and received a principal reduction of

$200,000, the firm would retain 30/o as a contingency and either cany a note or try to get cash.

There was also a provision for an up4'ront retainer,

20. % e were told that we were supposed to collect the up-&ont retainers. %'e were

also instructed to have all checks we collected be made out to the Law Of6ces of Kramer 8h
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Kaslow. The file would then be processed through Reneau to Kramer.

21. W e were informed that we would get paid &om the retainer which Stein and

Kramer nceived but we could not participate in any contingency fees because that would be fee

splitting. At the meeting Krarner and Stein did not go into great detail about how' much we

were going to be paid for our marketing and sales work. Vfe were instructed by Stein and

Kramer to have clients make checks payable to the Law Of5ces of Krainer 4 Kaslow.

22. AAer the meeting, we began marketing Stein and Kamer's mass joinder

lawsuits, including the Ronuld case. We instructed clients to make their checks out to Kramer

and Kaslow and those checks were deposited into a Kramer k Kaslow account. After the check

cleared, the money was transferred to Mitigation Professionals and Mitigation Professionals

would pay us. Our money would be deposited into our account Rom Mitigation Professionals,

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California and the

Unites Ststes of America that the foregoingis true and correct and I executed this declaration On

August 25, 201l in Oceanside, California.

Thomas avid Pbanco
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